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Arlington, VA | 25 January 2010
MOTION - Consumer Technical Committee Documents

- HITSP approved the following Technical Note and Capabilities:
  - CAP117 - Communicate Ambulatory and Long Term Care Prescription
  - CAP118 - Communicate Hospital Prescription
  - CAP119 - Communicate Structured Document
  - CAP120 - Communicate Unstructured Document
  - TN905 – Device Connectivity

- APPROVED – No Objections.
MOTION - Quality Technical Committee Documents

HITSP approved the following Interoperability Specification, Technical Note, Capabilities and Components:

- IS06 - Quality
- CAP129 - Communicate Quality Measure Data
- CAP130 - Communicate Quality Measure Specification
- C34 - Patient Level Quality Data Message
- C105 - Patient Level Quality Data Document Using HL7 Quality Reporting Document Architecture (QRDA)
- C106 - Measurement Criteria Document
- C154 - Data Dictionary
- TN906 – Quality Measures

APPROVED – No Objections.
MOTION - Population Technical Committee Documents

- HITSP approved the following Interoperability Specification, Capabilities and Component:
  - IS92 - Newborn Screening
  - CAP99 - Communicate Lab Order Message
  - CAP120 - Communicate Unstructured Document
  - CAP121 - Communicate Clinical Referral Request
  - CAP122 - Retrieve Medical Knowledge
  - CAP123 - Retrieve Existing Data
  - CAP126 - Communicate Lab Results Message
  - CAP127 - Communicate Lab Results

(cont’d)
MOTION - Population Technical Committee Documents (cont’d)

- HITSP approved the following Interoperability Specification, Capabilities and Component:
  - CAP135 - Retrieve and Populate Form
  - CAP138 - Retrieve Pseudonym
  - CAP142 - Retrieve Communications Recipient
  - CAP143 - Manage Consumer Preferences and Consent
  - C164 - Anonymize Newborn Screening Results

- APPROVED – No Objections.
MOTION - Clinical Research Technical Committee Documents

- HITSP approved the following Interoperability Specification, Capability and Components:
  - IS158 - Clinical Research
  - CAP128 - Communicate Imaging Information
  - C151 - Clinical Research Document
  - C156 - Clinical Research Workflow

- APPROVED – No Objections.
MOTION - Security & Privacy Infrastructure Technical Committee Documents

- HITSP approved the following Technical Note, Service Collaborations, Capabilities and Components:
  - TN900 – Security and Privacy
  - SC108 – Access Control
  - SC110 - Patient Identification Management
  - SC111 - Knowledge and Vocabulary
  - SC112 - Healthcare Document Management
  - SC113 - Query for Existing Data
  - SC114 - Administrative Transport to Health Plan
  - SC115 - HL7 Messaging
  - SC116 - Emergency Message Distribution

(cont’d)
MOTION - Security & Privacy Infrastructure Technical Committee Documents (cont’d)

- HITSP approved the following Technical Note, Service Collaborations, Capabilities and Components:
  - T23 - Patient Demographics Query
  - T31 – Document Reliable Interchange
  - T33 - Transfer of Documents on Media
  - TP13 - Manage Sharing of Documents
  - TP20 - Access Control
  - TP22 - Patient ID Cross-Referencing
  - TP50 - Retrieve Form for Data Capture

- APPROVED – No Objections
MOTION - Care Management & Health Records Technical Committee Documents

- HITSP approved the following Components:
  - C80 - Clinical Document and Message Terminology
  - C83 - CDA Content Modules IS92
  - C152 - Labor and Delivery Report
  - C161 - Antepartum Record
  - C163 - Laboratory Order Message
  - C70 – Immunization Query and Response
  - C72 - Immunization Message
  - C78 - Immunization Document

- APPROVED – No Objections
MOTION  - Data Architecture Technical Committee Documents

- HITSP approved the following Capabilities and Components:
  - T40 - Patient Health Plan Eligibility Verification
  - T68 - Patient Health Plan Authorization Request and Response
  - T79 - Pharmacy to Health Plan Authorization Request and Response
  - CAP140 - Communicate Benefits and Eligibility
  - CAP141 - Communicate Referral Authorization

- APPROVED – No Objections